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Actually we were 13 (for voting record)

Attending members for meeting: Anup, Sunny, Aditi, Ashesh, Rohil, Sashwat, Gaurav, Neha, Nikitha, Zeal,
Tushar, Jijo, Prasoon
On Thu, Feb 26, 2015 at 4:42 PM, Gaurav Nanda <gaurav.07@gmail.com> wrote:
Adding to the meeting minutes.
The number of participants for this meeting was 12 and everybody participated in the voting process for Diksha and
Manasa.
On Wed, Feb 25, 2015 at 7:32 PM, Nikitha Sambamurthy <nikitha.sambamurthy@gmail.com> wrote:
1. Updates on Projects
- Can we make a generic checklist of things to look for and questions to ask for future site visits?
- Diksha: Budget was shown last time - approval vote taken (unanimous yes). Half of the proposed budget will be
sent.
- Manasa: Please continue to participate in the poll for disbursing funds
2. On Campus Events
Movie Screening
- We received $300 for one movie from SOGA; GSOGA is under review
- Potential to collaborate with NAMI and screen 'Still Alice'; could do panel discussion before or after
- Girl Rising - Marth 5th; Birdman - March 7th; Other movies potentially on 26th, 28th
- Need to make a poster
5K Planning
- Talk with IWA for collaboration; potential dates April 11th or 28th
- Route needs to be planned - start from a place with more space (Union)?
- HKN will assist providing volunteers
- EPF to be filed -- please record the process with Camtasia
Jashn
- April 4th in Matthews 210
- 4 performers: PIDC, Taal, Dance 2xs, ICMAP,
* Other groups to contact: Mirage bellydance, Boiler Breakers, MM, Confucious Institute, Rubaroo, Salsa
- Publicity: poster made
3. Possible new projects
- Pravah: overview given; set up a conference call
4. Asha website - needs to be updated
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